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1. OVERVIEW

THE TECHnologies of digital media production,

transmission, and interaction have evolved immensely over the
past few years, blurring lines between previously distinct disciplines and expressive forms. Experimental uses of digital media
represent a perfect crucible for mixing both commercial and artistic approaches to contemporary technology, and the university
classroom is an important forum where these experiments can be
developed, produced, and critically examined. The purpose of this
brief paper is to 1) present a number examples of new and emerging elements, forms, and practices that appear to be generating
some of the most intriguing mashups of digital art, culture, and

technology today, and 2) provide an outline for a performancebased experimental media course.
Man Ray famously said the purpose of Dada was to make the
useful useless [1]. This dictum has been applied to experimental
digital media since its inception by such artists as jodi.org [2] and
absurd.org [3]. The experimental landscape has grown and evolved
in many remarkable ways since then—iPhone apps,YouTube video
walls, mobile-device performance art—and it is time to once again
document how the useful has been made useless.

Since the world of experimental media is vast and deep, I will
focus my presentation on only the examples that offer an appreciation of making the useful useless. These examples, in addition to
timeliness and cultural relevance, possess an echo and resonance
with the great works of the past, across genre and geography, that
have endured, and continue to invite reassessment.

2. NEW AND EMERGING:

Experimental media research and course study can begin with an
examination of emerging audio and visual vocabularies. Next, current
practices and technologies are investigated, and finally the synthesis
of all these elements in the work of leading artists is presented.

2.1 Vocabularies

New vocabularies may well arise from the tools, processes, and
shortcomings of digital production. One only needs to examine
techniques such as auto-tune and data moshing to realize that digital artifacts—byproducts of data compression, transmission, and
digital signal processing—are prima materia for the next generation of digital media artists. Jeremy Rotsztain’s action paintings, on
the other hand, can be seen as a different kind of vocabular development—the de facto ongoing dialogue between pixel and vector,
viewed as a mashup between high art and populist cinema.
A. Datamosh
Datamosh is the persistence of pixelated images in digital video,
due to bad compression or transmission. Two notable examples
of an appropriation of this technical glitch for its expressive qualities are Kanye West’s Welcome to Heartbreak [4] directed by Nabil
Elderkin, and Chairlift’s Evident Utensil [5] directed by Ray Tintori.
B. Auto Tune
Auto Tune is a technology used to correct a vocalist’s pitch in real
time, resulting in a slight pitch-glide along with a synthesized tim-

bral shift in the voice, giving it a robotic quality. It is the trademark
sound of recording artist T-Pain [6], and is associated with the
iPhone App I Am T-Pain by Smule, a hand-held version of the tool.
C. Action Painting
The series Top 10 Movie Explosions, a set of ‘action paintings’ by
Jeremy Rotsztain [7], uses digital rotoscoping of cinema explosions
by action directors like Michael Bay, Roland Emmerich, John Woo,
and James Cameron. The effect is one of animated posterized
imagery, reminiscent of trace bitmap features that convert bitmap
images to vectors in current design and animation tools such as
Adobe Illustrator and Adobe Flash. These “Masculine Expressionism” paintings, however, use custom software (written in C++ and
OpenFrameworks) to hybridize Jackson Pollack with cinematic
gestures that define the action film genre.

2.2
Subversive
Approaches

Contemporary digital descendents of
Man Ray, Tristan Tziara, Hugo Ball, and
Marcel Duchamp have futher subverted
useful technology by asking it to function
in ways in which it was never intended,
thus extending technology’s meaning, and
our experience of it.

A.

Distributed Systems

YOUTUBE VIDEO WALLS: A relatively new
development in experimental digital media is the
utilization of the digital object as part of a distributed
performance or viewing system. Applying simple

principles of division of labor to YouTube, recent artists like Darren Solomon have
restrained visual and musical vocabulary to achieve a neo-minimalist ambience[8].
His clarity of design in In B-Flat avoids the usual sonic and visual saturated chaos
when multiple random videos are played together. Tan Dun’s highly over exposed
marketing excursion Internet Symphony, Eroica, in contrast, failed to use digital means
to break through the conceptual framework of the western orchestra: the energetic
young musicians simply performed individual orchestral parts which they submitted to
YouTube. The parts were then composited to match the well-crafted, but not groundbreaking, modernist concert score [9]. Perhaps the work would seem more Eroica-like
if it were not burdened with that name.

ALTERNATIVE PROJECTIONS: Alternative projections re-map the ubiquitous two dimensional world of digital media to three dimensions. While mostly used in intimate, interior art installations, alternative and multiple projections can activate architecture and outdoor settings, providing an epic canvas for digital artists like Apparati Effimeri [10].
Daniel Shiffman’s wall for Filament @ Tyneside Cinema Launch [11] expands the temporal possibilities of multiple screens by simultaneously displaying every frame of a 50 second clip from the film
Run Lola Run, each on a separate screen. The effect is oddly calming, as image sequences ripple vertically and horizontally across strips of screens, as if a massive pre-cinema visualization apparatus
based on the zoetrope or praxinoscope were resurrected in the digital age.
B.
Repurposing Google, Twitter
Artist-engineers have repurposed some of the best know web applications, often by using the software development kit (SDK) as a starting point. Twittervision [12], David Troy’s deconstruction of
the micro-blogging phenomenon Twitter reveals a real-time global theatre of the absurd, as Tweets
from around the world pop on the screen as they occur.

A technical knowledge of SDK programming environments is not
always necessary to subvert the technology. The author’s database film Projek Iaght [2005] used Google,Yahoo, and Flickr image
search engines to collect and montage 6,300 images into a 3 1/2
minute digital film (30 images per second), complete with a soundtrack of pop songs each temporally compressed into five-second
musical utterances or microsongs [13]. The subject of the film was
the collection of words searched: funk, freak, party, graffiti, street
art, sticker art, iaght, yo, pimp, playa, skateboard, DJ, breakdance, b-boy,
hiphop, body art, tat, tattoo, wack, kronk, urban, urban art. Since the
film was made entirely of appropriated content, Lawrence Lessig
has called Projek Iaght “Derivative but totally thought-provoking just as every great thought gets provoked” [14].

C.

Repurposing Urban
and

Intellectual
Property

Environments

ILLEGAL ART PRACTICES are well

documented and include major genres such as urban graffiti and media appropriation
and mashups [15]. Significant contributors to the urban graffiti sphere often crosspollinate their efforts with infusions of cinema and performance/intervention—they
include Graffiti Research Labs [16], Banksy [17], and Blu [18]. Media appropriation
artists doing battle with corporate lawyers from the likes of Disney, Time Warner, EMI
and Sony include Negativland [19], Todd Neely [20], and DJ Danger Mouse [21].

2.3. CONTROLLERS

The vocabulary of multitouch is the language of mobile
devices such as the iPhone/iPod Touch and the Palm Pre:
drag, scroll, tap, pinch [25].The interface simply goes away—
it is absorbed into the function: process becomes product.
Multitouch technology is ushering in a huge number of
apps for live audio and visual performance [26]. What
began as a useful translation of touch-gestures into manipulation of screen elements has now been fully subverted by app-artists with not only practical solutions
for live audio and visual performance, but conceptual,
even surreal apps: the piece of wood to knock on, the
glass of beer, the cigarette lighter [27].

MULTITOUCH TECHNOLOGY
is a critical shift in the digital landscape because it essentially
eliminates the interface: we no longer approach data through
the interface, we merely interface with data. One of the central
figures behind this development is Jeff Han [22] (with perhaps
an assist from Mr. Spielberg’s Minority Report [23]). Multitouch
technology begs for a reevaluation of principles of screen
interface design as espoused by Jacob Nielsen [24] and others.

Among the more promising multitouch apps are those
that physically model musical instruments, using multitouch as well as the breath velocity from blowing across
the iPhone’s microphone, and occasionally even incorporating the iPhone’s velocity engine. Examples include
Ocarina [28] and (unfortunately emulating American Idolstyle voting and ranking) Leaf Trombone [29]. A personal
favorite, and one that succeeds brilliantly because it
does not try to use every possible feature and controller of the iPhone, is BeBot [30], the singing robot, modeled after the theremin. Multitouch turns BeBot into a
polyphonic theremin, beautifully devoid of any specific
division of the octave.

The high end of multitouch is surely ReacTable [31], a monolithic
music/visual sequencing/synthesizing system. Introduced by Bjork
in recent tours, ReacTable uses lucite blocks with embedded
electronics and markers to create sound and visual interactions
depending on the distance between blocks, and their relative
orientations. While ReacTable is rather predictably locked into
the world of loops and dance grooves, we hope to see greater
creative subversions of this boutique technology. Placed at a price
point well beyond accessibility, the idea behind the Reactable will
likely be redeemed through its inevitable do-it-yourself (DIY)
and open-source imitations, which will offer experimenters more
points of entry to this technology.

2.4

SYNCRETIC P E R F O R M A N C E

HORIZONS

THE

INTERNATIONAL

FESTIVALS like Mapping VJing Festival
[32], competitions like Ars Electronica [33], and various
group exhibitions (The Interventionists at MassMoCA,
2006 [34]) have been charting the evolution of
contemporary performance involving (or enhanced
by) digital media for the past 30 years.Yet, there are a
number of significant contributions taking place below
the radar that are forging novel amalgams of technology
and performance, bringing new life to previously ignored
genres, and uncovering hidden meaning among the digital
detritus. These works possess an essentially syncretic
character: their foundations include often contradictory
and antagonistic, unresolved core principles, and yet they
achieve unity.

A.

iPod Operatics:

Anatomy of Melancholy™
Appropriating consumer technology as a means of creating an alternative form of music notation/theatrical instruction, the author has created vocal and electronic music and spontaneous theatre using the Sony
Walkman, then portable CD players, and currently iPods, to disseminate
instructions for ensembles of various size, since 1983. His culminating work, the digital media opera Anatomy of Melancholy™ (2005), sets
a claustophobic narrative involving a trio of scientist/artists navigating
love, betrayal, fame, and distopia in a two-hour spectacle, with videojam
dream interludes sprinkled throughout the three acts. [35]

B.

BLUE HAMMER:

A Trans-Historical-Burlesque Dinner Theatre

LEON JOHNSON [36] has
been creating landmark intermedia work since
the 1990s. He describes BLUE HAMMER as:
“A performed future (which) conjures a virtual
theatre of reclamation in the wake of the waning shadows of empire, remade and dismantled
by the forensic potential of new communication
technologies. . . .”

Background: GPS Tracking of Mau Mau Uprising by Cole
Caswell; Lower Left, vitrine station; Right,Vin Pays, played by
Kristopher Logan; Lower Right, Barak Olins, chef; Propaganda
room of printed material by Megan O’Connell. Facing page,
Chad Chamberlain as Tabla Rasa. Photos by Miranda Clark.

“Using a range of technologies, including GPS analysis of the colonization of the Belgium Congo, the heart of this project unfolds
in a small-town television studio in the Midwest, where an actor
of a certain age, who professes to have theatrically toured, and
exploited, an imaginary Africa now hosts a late-night show for
television called BLUE HAMMER. His name is Vin Pays and he
believes there is a vivid connection between the Jacobean classic,
The Dutchess of Malfi, Hammer horror movies and his fabulations
of Colonial Africa. He has invited a mysterious guest to join him

in his last hour, the former leading-lady of the African tour named
Tabula Rasa, who appears only to disrupt and dispel, a kind of angel
of death whose memories of Africa are harder to maintain than
Vin’s nostalgia. Tabula co-ordinates a reckoning and choreographs a
trans-historical coup.”
“The piece features real-time projected GPS analysis of colonial expansion in conjunction with Google Map
orchestrated by collaborators in Cape
Town. A secondary media stream features recreated video excerpts from
Hammer horror films. In the midst
of this mediated context the primary
action unfolds as a live taping of the
television show BLUE HAMMER.
Throughout the “show” specters from
the past participate via live “call-in”
conversations and reckonings.” [37]

3. PERFORMANCE
DESIGN
STRATEGIES

A course in experimental media cuts across multiple disciplines including
art/art history, electronic and experimental music, cultural studies, media
and communications, and multimedia/interactive design. While, ideally,
such a course should build aesthetic, historical and critical frameworks
for study, live performance and experimentation tend to emerge as the
central, defining features of the course.
Perhaps the most exciting development (among countless, rich and diverse developments) in experimental media is the emergence of an open
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platform for visual and sonic improvisation—video jamming (VJ) culture, also known as visualism or scratch cinema.VJ culture has begun to
appear in venues other than the dance club, specifically in gallery spaces, installations, and as visual accompaniment for live music events outside
pop genres. Because it can recede effectively into the background, a VJ show can enfold other major forms—spoken word, storytelling, musical
or dance performance, vaudeville, short films—varying its function from main event to background to audiovisual glue between acts.

3.1 Software/Hardware Requirements

There are dozens of VJ software titles that can present and mix multiple audio and video files [38]; likewise, several hardware systems have
emerged as tools of choice among VJs [39]. Finding the right combination of hardware and software to be used as a foundation for your performance ensemble requires time and research.
Begin by downloading and auditioning demo software. Note which demos have the most intuitive interfaces and workflows. See how much of
the program you can actually understand without referring to the online manual. Make sure the software works with your operating system of
choice, and with the processing power you intend to use (for example, not all VJs prefer working with laptops). Check out online forums to see
what issues and limitations are most discussed. Excellent hardware/software communities can be found at the sites CreateDigitalMotion.com [40] and VJcentral.com [41]. Finally, visit local
VJs, watch them work, and learn their individual approaches to
the medium.
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For the creation of FAU’s Media ExperiMental Ensemble,
meme™ [42], the author selected an inexpensive, entry level
mixer, the Numark NuVJ, running Arkaos NuVJ software [43].
While this combination does not deliver the feature set of a
higher tier of hardware/software (such as recording output,
or direct input and manipulation of DVDs), it does support a
variety of video formats, live camera input, and generative (and
audio-reactive) material created in Adobe Flash.
For audio software, meme™ ensemble members build ambient,
rhythmic, and solo-textured audio clips with a wide variety of
tools [44]. This material is mixed live from a number of source
laptops and mobile devices (in addition to live performance
components) using common analog or digital audio mixers.
meme™ does not use the traditional DJ audio rig.

VIDEO: Video clips should be short (under
two or three minutes), and they should either possess an ambient soundtrack, or one which makes clear
connections between visual and sonic events (i.e., a
visual event accompanied by a synch sound); or they
should have no soundtrack. For now, the most useful
format is uncompressed photo-Jpeg Quicktime movies, at 24 frames per second, at about standard digital
video (DV) frame size or a bit smaller (DV NTSC
standard is 720 X 480 pixels). High Definition (HD)
support is available with some hardware and software,
but make sure your entire VJ workflow can handle the
additional throughput and processing demands.

GENERATIVE VISUALS:

Try out generative media (Adobe Flash, Processing,
Apple Motion, Max, Pd, etc.) in your VJ software to
make sure it actually works, and to discover the
further limits of both your authoring and mixing
software. meme™ members build Flash animations
(.swf format) in Flash CS3, with Actionscript 2.0,
since these work well in Arkaos NuVJ. Flash clips
cannot have preloaders, and all the ActionScript
(the programming language of Flash) has to execute on Flash’s main stage/main timeline. Also, Flash
clips cannot be scratched, time-shifted, or reversed,
nor can they contain dynamically loaded media.
Flash clips with sound, and videos compressed in
.flv format also do not work. The NuVJ platform
does, however, support reactive media built in Flash
(i.e., visuals that change based on sound input) [45].
AUDIO: Uncompressed .wav or .aif files
are preferred, but compressed .mp3 files are usually
good enough. Make sure you know the file formats
and sampling rates your sound software accepts.

3.2 File Formats and Limitations

Once you have acquired appropriate hardware and software, begin building
a library of clips and media resources you can use in your performances. An
understanding of basic file types (and their limitations) is essential.

3.3 Modularity, Mixability, and Digital Lacunae

Each of the clips in the library should be succinct,
modular and mixable with other clips in multiple
contexts. One of the more promising ways to
achieve this is to under-design these clips so they
don’t completely dominate the viewer’s attention.
They need to have something missing–lacunae–so
multiple clips can coexist with live performance.
It is important to encourage the student to not
worry if there seems to be something missing from
the work he produces–foreground elements like
sonic or verbal narrative or an image progression
or continuity can be added during live performance.
Backgrounds of abstractions, ambience, nonreferential or ambiguous elements (whether these
elements are visual, sonic, or narrative/verbal) will
provide the greatest flexibility as the performers
begin to learn how to work with the materials.
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3.4

Personnel and

Division of Labor

If time and resources permit, build an ensemble around six or
seven devoted and talented individuals. If this is not possible, try
to produce a complete audio soundtrack to play back while the
ensemble is creating a live visual performance. In subsequent
performances, leave more and more audio elements out of the
soundtrack (such as a narrative voice-over component, or solo
interludes) so they can be supplied live during performance and
mixed with pre-produced material.
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Members of the ensemble should follow a division of labor that clearly distinguishes each
member’s role (Fig. 1–facing page).While it is not optimal, pre-produced material can replace almost any member of the ensemble. Also, each member should learn how to automate his particular function, in the event he would need to contribute in another role.

A live set of about 20 minutes can include
short jams created by four to six individuals.
Remember, the author of a video jam does not
necessarily need to perform his own work.
Video jams can be notated [46] or improvised
with whatever degree of structure is necessary.
An experienced ensemble can easily give
three or four performances in a semester; a
young ensemble should probably prepare one
show per semester. Because of their open
narrative structure and inclusive approach,
experimental media performances are great
venues for collaboration. Ask a dancer to
improvise on stage. Invite readings by poets
or storytellers. Issue a call for scores or
electronic compositions from local composers
as background for video experimentation.

LINKS/RESOURCES

[1] Man Ray: Prophet of the Avant-Garde, American Masters Series
DVD, (1997) http://www.amazon.com/Man-Ray-Prophet-AvantGarde-American/dp/1572525657/ref=sr_1_11?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qi
d=1254320700&sr=8-11
[2] http://www.jodi.org/
[3] http://www.absurd.org/
[4] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xYR2Z1MDyiI
[5] http://vimeo.com/3139412
[6] http://iamtpain.smule.com/
[7] http://www.youtube.com/view_play_
list?p=C3156602E678FE9F
[8] http://www.inbflat.net/
[9] http://www.youtube.com/symphony
[10] http://vimeo.com/5374101
[11] http://vimeo.com/1793536
[12] http://beta.twittervision.com/
[13] http://badmindtime.wordpress.com/my-dvds/projek-iaght/
[14] Triage:Three Short Films by Joey Bargsten, Amazon.com (2007).
[http://www.amazon.com/TRIAGE-tm/dp/B000PMGHFU/ref=sr_1
_4?ie=UTF8&s=dvd&qid=1249838858&sr=1-4]
[15] http://www.illegal-art.org
[16] http://graffitiresearchlab.com/
[17] http://banksy.co.uk/
[18] http://www.blublu.org/

[19] http://negativland.com/
[20] http://www.adultswim.com/search/index.
html?queryText=neeley
[21] http://www.dangermousesite.com/
[22] http://cs.nyu.edu/~jhan/
[23] http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0181689/
[24] http://www.useit.com/
[25] http://www.iphonebuzz.com/apple-patent-multitouchgesture-dictionary-021333.php
[26] http://createdigitalmotion.com/2009/04/20/tuio-multitouchcontrol-on-the-iphone-now-via-a-browser-hack-since-the-app-wasrejected/
[27] http://www.smule.com/soniclighter
[28] http://ocarina.smule.com/
[29] http://leaftrombone.smule.com/
[30] http://www.appcraver.com/bebot/
[31] http://www.reactable.com/
[32] http://www.mappingfestival.com/mapping2009/inscriptions/
[33] http://www.aec.at/index_en.php
[34] http://www.massmoca.org/event_details.php?id=38
[35] http://www.badmindtime.com/opera
[36] http://www.leonjohnson.org
[37] http://www.leonjohnson.org/projects/bluehammer.html
[38] http://beta.vjcentral.com/software

LINKS/RESOURCES

[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]
[43]

http://beta.vjcentral.com/hardware
http://createdigitalnoise.com/
http://vjforums.com/
http://memejams.wordpress.com/
http://nuvj.arkaos.net/

[44] http://fau4930.pbworks.com/f/vjammJB.mp3
[45] http://www.arkaos.net/blog/2009/09/tips/create-audio-reactiveflash-for-grandvj/#more-590
[46] http://badmindtime.wordpress.com/2009/04/15/visual_notation/
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